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Essential CG Lighting Techniques with 3ds Max, Second Edition (Focal Press Visual Effects and Animation)Focal Press, 2006

	Lighting is the one thing that makes or breaks any CG environment. This inspirational book and DVD give you everything you need to create convincing CG lightin; from the concepts and theoretical aspects to the techniques and tricks that are essential in a production environment. The stunning color illustrations throughout the book illustrate...
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Visual Indexing and Retrieval (SpringerBriefs in Computer Science)Springer, 2012


	Visual Indexing and Retrieval is a wide-scope research domain which unites researchers

	from image analysis and computer vision, to information management.





	For nearly twenty years, this research has been extremely active world-wide. With

	the advent of social networks conveying huge amount of visual information to the...
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Compositing Visual Effects: Essentials for the Aspiring ArtistFocal Press, 2007
Put the essential concepts and techniques of digital compositing to work for you without the need of a single mathematical equation. Compositing Visual Effects is lavishly illustrated with hundreds of film shots, figures, illustrations and diagrams to help the visual reader gain a valuable vocabulary and understanding of the full range of visual...
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How to Cheat in 3ds Max 2009: Get Spectacular Results FastFocal Press, 2008
Need to get results with 3ds max fast? Why take months to learn every button in 3ds max when you can create great visuals with just a few key tools? Learn to create quick yet stunning logo treatments, special effects, and animated characters with the fastest techniques possible. Need convincing grass, trees, water, shadows? You can use the...
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Property Management Kit For Dummies (Book & CD)For Dummies, 2008
Thinking about becoming a landlord? Property Management Kit For Dummies, 2nd Edition gives you proven strategies for establishing and maintaining rental properties, be they single family or multi-resident. You'll see how to prepare and promote your properties, select tenants, handle repairs, avoid costly mistakes and legal...
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Absolute Beginner's Guide to PodcastingQue, 2005
Has anyone ever told you that you should be on radio? While radio can be hard to break into, podcasting lets you put your voice and talents to work to create your own broadcast to be distributed over the Internet to millions of people. Absolute Beginner's Guide to Podcasting is the aspiring...
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IP Multicast with Applications to IPTV and Mobile DVB-HJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
Get a clear picture of IP Multicast applications for delivering commercial high-quality video services

This book provides a concise guide to current IP Multicast technology and its applications, with a focus on IP-based Television (IPTV) and Digital Video Broadcast-Handheld (DVB-H) applications—areas of tremendous commercial...
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Podcasting BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
"This is the book that you'll want to read about podcasting—the technology that everyday people, in addition to the big-name radio networks, are using to broadcast to the world."
    — Robert Scoble, Vice President Media Development, Podtech.net
    Create and market successful podcasts from your desktop, for...
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Transactions on Data Hiding and Multimedia Security II (Lecture Notes in Computer Science)Springer, 2007
Since the mid 1990s, data hiding has been proposed as an enabling technology for securing multimedia communication, and is now used in various applications including broadcast monitoring, movie fingerprinting, steganography, video indexing and retrieval, and image authentication. Data hiding and cryptographic techniques are often combined to...
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ZBrush Character Creation: Advanced Digital SculptingSybex, 2011

	A stunning, content-rich update to this top-selling ZBrush guide!


	This second edition of ZBrush Character Creation has been fully updated for ZBrush 4, the newest version of this fascinating and popular 3D sculpting software. ZBrush enables users to create detailed organic models using a brush-based toolset and...
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A Practical Guide to Video and Audio CompressionFocal Press, 2005
The last few years have been an extraordinary time for the digital video industry. Not long before the turn of the millennium, digital video editing systems were expensive capital items of equipment that only major broadcasters and production companies could afford. To think that now the same capability is available in a laptop that you can buy off...
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Convergence in Broadcast and Communications MediaFocal Press, 2001
Convergence in Broadcast and Communications Media offers concise and accurate information for engineers and technicians tackling products and systems combining audio, video, data processing and communications. Without adequate fundamental knowledge of the core technologies, products could be flawed or even fail. John Watkinson has provided a...
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